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Executive Summary:

With the passage of time, supply chain management has become very crucial for companies ranging from small local to large MNCs. The overwhelming impact of supply chain management on creating value for companies has become a cynosure of all industrial & management research. And when it comes to FMCG companies, the impact is even larger. As far as Tri star & Co’s supply chain is concerned, it demands considerable attention given the value it is creating for the particular company. Given their initial strategy to become responsive, they are now actually focusing more on efficiency driven by the intense price competition forged by the low priced local products. Given the driver specific strategy of Tri star & Co, it maintains efficiency in case of facility, pricing and information. Among all these three drivers the company is able to maintain staggering level of efficiency in managing it facilities. In case of the rest of the drivers the company is already very responsive. At present in transporting their products they want to become highly responsive which consequently incurs high cost for them. Therefore, going for a milk run based distribution system for its different zonal product distribution will help them to reduce costs while maintaining high level of responsiveness in terms of reduction in lead time. As Tri star & Co is an FMCG company, it has to push its product anticipating customer demand from time to time and market response. So, it’s more like a push based view for Tri star’s supply chain.
Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction

Tri-star toothbrush & Co. is a company which operates with FMCGs, in particular their mother product is Toothbrush. In the FMCG industry almost every month toothbrush has a turnover of almost 10 crore tk. Toothbrushes are produced locally and also being imported from china and India. But majority of the demand is fulfilled by the local companies like Tri-star toothbrush & Co, Matador, Anwar Brush Company (ABC), J.K enterprise (sole producer of Unilever Bangladesh), Alpha toothbrush Co., MGH Group (Oral B). These five toothbrush companies are actually capturing the major market share in the industry. This is around 90% of the toothbrush market.

There are also some importers or other companies both local and multinationals like Trisha the Switcher land base company, MGH Group (Oral-B), Aroma are either outsourcing/subcontracting or importing from their other facility in China or in India. Also some sole enterprises are importing toothbrush from China at a very low price than the local manufacturer. These importers are covering almost 10-15% of the market shares of toothbrush.

So, both of these local manufacturers and importers are capturing the total market share of toothbrush industry.

1.2 Background of the study

With a view to familiarize a student with the modern corporate world, internship has become a mandatory for completion of the graduation in business studies. Every student enrolls themselves for a program with a vision of their ideal job which will lead them to the path of success. No one’s career is that straight forward in Bangladesh. Internship can only award a student with an opportunity to propel at different positions to see which journey he enjoys most. As a student of BBA, I had the opportunity to be an elective fellow to do my internship with the Tri-Star Toothbrush and Co. It is a manufacturing organization which produces toothbrush and sell it all over the country. As I have worked in there as an intern, it has helped me to learn how manufacturing company operates in the market. In these report, I have tried my best to portray the activities of the company based on the experience gathered with them working over 10 weeks.
1.3 Objective of the report

The primary objective of this report is to fulfill the requirement of the BUS 400 (Internship) course. It is a mandatory part of this program. Every student has to submit a report based on their three months experience in an organization.

Secondary objectives are-

- To understand the supply chain activities of Tri-Star Toothbrush and Co.
- To relate the academic knowledge with practical world.
- To find out how a manufacturing organization operates in the market.
- To show the defective supply chain or the bottlenecks in Tri-Star Toothbrush & Co.’s supply chain for which the company is losing market position.

1.4 Limitations of the report

In spite of the untiring effort, I am sure that there are still some shortcomings prevailing in the report. Some of these are the following:

- The organization has no website.
- Lack of practical experience and capabilities in the supply chain principle.
- As the Tri-Star is a manufacturing company as well as small organization, information related with the company’s core competencies and business functions are strictly kept safe. For this reason sometimes I don’t get the actual information from the company.
- Up-to-date information was not always available.
- The company officials were not eager to provide any written documents.
- Data related to demand forecasting method are not available.
- MRP (material requirement planning) is not in action or less data on inventory management exists.

Despite these limitations I tried my best to collect necessary data and information that have been analyzed in the subsequent section.
1.5 Methodology

The report will contain both qualitative and quantitative data within. All the quantitative data are not in actual form they are being manipulated for the sake of confidentiality of the company. Different supply chain theories and tools have been used here to make the report. So, most of the methods are supply chain related like strategic-fit analysis, MRP (material requirement planning) production schedule, demand forecasting, aggregate planning, cycle inventory related tools, chase Vs. level strategy etc.

All these tools and methods are used for better understanding of Tri-Star’s supply chain functions and to figure out at different given situation and market condition what is and will be the correct actions of the supply chain manager working in an FMCG company and here it is Tri-star toothbrush & Co.

So, in short following methods were used:

- Observations are the first and strongest source of collecting information. This 12 weeks window gives me a perfect opportunity to understand its supply chain activities.
- Interview with managers of several departments.
- Discussion with employees of the organization.
- Relevant documents were studied as provided by the officers concerned.

1.6 Sources of data

Most of the data are primary data collected from the company. Some secondary data are also used from other sources about the market, competitors and other factors affecting the overall supply chain to become competitive.
Chapter 2:
Organization Overview
2.1 Background of Tri-Star toothbrush & co:

2.1.1 History:

Tri-star Toothbrush & Co. had established in 1992 with an initial investment of 50 to 60 Lacs tk. with a vision to be the market leader in the industry. It is a partnership business with 3 owners who are maintaining the overall operations of the business. All the members are in some ways relative to each other which make it sort of a family business too. Owners are MR. Kamal Uddin, MR. Farid Uddin Ahmed & MR. Kayum.

The business was started with an entrepreneurial point of view generated from these 3 owners who were already in their own small businesses. But they were not pretty much happy about the turnover and situation of their business. Among the owners Mr. Kayum & Mr. kamal Uddin had their own cosmetic business. But Mr. Farid had just returned from UAE, Dubai with a lot of cash in hand. So, all of them had a good amount of cash to start a manufacturing plant based business in a small arena. And their dream was to get into such a business which would generate a lot of hard cash through manufacturing plant, also do some good to the society through creating opportunities for both the partners and other stake holders. One day just through a gossip turned their eyes to the toothbrush manufacturing industry and suddenly with their business experience and acumen, they realized that there is a huge demand for toothbrush in the market. The price of average toothbrush was quite high on that period around 50-60tk. per toothbrush. Only 2 companies ABC Toothbrush and Matador Co. were dominating the then toothbrush market. Actually Lord was the market leader then, they had the most advanced and sound technologies and machineries on that time. The Director of ABC toothbrush was uncle of Mr. Kamal. So, the owners of Tri-star toothbrush & Co get pretty fascinated with the performance of ABC toothbrush and with the help of them Tri-star’s owners had gotten some very good insight about the whole manufacturing, sales & marketing process of toothbrush manufacturing. The ultimate findings came to their mind while investing such amount of money in the toothbrush business was that it only takes Plastics, rubbers and Filaments as raw materials to produce toothbrush and labor is pretty much cheap in Bangladesh, so as the land. So, their finding was how should a brush costs 50-60 tk in the market where it seems that the production cost is very low per unit.
All of these 3 owners were good risk takers by nature. Although they were earning so good in their previous business and jobs, they wanted to take this huge risk of investing 50 to 60 Lacs tk on their own. Fortunately, just within 2 to 3 year they received a turnover more than 1 crore taka which was pretty unexpected to them. They didn’t expect that within 2 to 3 years they will receive a profit more than 200%.

While with such a boost it terms of profitability, Tri-star’s owners continued to make the growth of the business with the working capital which they were receiving from huge profits. They had done some good investments within 1992-1996. They had purchased some good German and Belgium machines especially tufting machine and injection molding machines. Just to facilitate these investments they had bought machineries which costs around 1.3 to 1.5 crore taka. Through this investment in machineries Tri-star had become the market leader within 1996 in manufacturing toothbrush while Matador Co. was at second position on that time and ABC Toothbrush was at position three. On that particular time there were only 15 distributors in the whole market and they used to sale huge amount of products of Tri-star & Matador Co. Within just 4 years Tri-star captured the major market share and used to make the biggest turnovers in the market with using only those 15 distributors.

2.1.2 Current situation:

At present Tri-star’s owners are not anymore into their past businesses. They gradually discarded their previous businesses because they were getting very fascinated with the growth and profitability of the new toothbrush business. They get the hold of this toothbrush business very well. Up to year 2000 the business was good and they thought without investing more on the present channels, distributors, Sales Representatives and manufacturing facility will sustain the growth and make the product and fund flow like before.

They got in to trouble in the year of 2004 for the first time. They felt the pressure because on that time China Toothbrushes were introduced in the market by some importers at a very lower cost than local market rate. So, this shift of market share put a big pressure on every local toothbrush manufacturer. On that time the most frustrating thing was for local manufacturer that Chinese toothbrushes were costing
on an average 10-12 taka per toothbrush where in local manufacturers were selling at 50-60 taka per toothbrush. Although these Chinese toothbrushes were lower in quality, the local price sensitive consumers were switching to these Chinese products. As we know in Bangladesh most of the people are lower income or middle income people and these types of consumers are always price sensitive and has very less loyalty to daily commodities.

On that time, while the local toothbrush market was dwindling to sale and outrun by Chinese products, Matador Co. had came up with new strategy. Matador thought that if foreign companies can produce within such a low price why we cannot do such thing? So, Matador had invested a very big amount to purchase new machineries, expanded its production and warehousing capacity, increased its distributors and Sales Representatives in a big number to achieve economies of scale and push these products in the Retail stores. The main catch was locally produced products are easy to push within a very short amount of time while the imported items are comparatively slow to get into the market. Initially Matador incurred a huge loss because they were competing with Chinese low cost products and already they had invested a huge amount of money.

But after the change of government in 2007 Matador Co, Tri-star and other toothbrush manufacturers convinced the government through lobbing to impose some tariff on finished imported toothbrushes. Finally the government imposed 150% tariff on finished toothbrush and the wind started to blow toward the local manufacturers again. But within this time 2009 and afterward Matador had captured the toothbrush market and become the market leader through that strategy. For example after imposing the tariff Chinese importers had to sale around 25-30 taka in the market and for local companies especially for Matador Co. to produce lower than this rate was piece of cake and by this Tri-star has become second in the market and started losing market shares to Matador.

Afterward in this meantime new company arrived in the market in the year of 2002 named Alpha. This company is actually built by the General Manager from Matador. This company made huge money by importing Chinese brushes initially and afterwards in 2005 to 2006 they built their own manufacturing plant. This company started to focus on completely low price and low quality products. They attempted to
capture the main portion of the market where lower income people live and anyhow ask for low price products. They started to grab the market share of lower income people. So, Tri-star again get degraded in terms of market share. At present Tri-star is at position three in this toothbrush industry.

2.2 Company’s Vision

To become a market leader without compromising high quality products and services and expand business outside local boundaries.

2.3 Company’s Mission

Regaining market share and capturing the new markets through expanding business operation to the furthest corner of the country.

2.4 Products and Services Offering

Tri-Star is a toothbrush manufacturing company. It has two brands currently available in the market. One is Mr. Clean (Blister) which is mainly for lowered income people and another one is Tri-Star which is their premium brand. All those brands are very popular to the customers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tri-Star Toothbrush and Co.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brand Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Clean (Blister)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-Star (Blister)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Clean (FP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Products & Service Offerings of Tri star & Co.
Among these brands Tri-star Co usually go by the name “MR.CLEAN”. Among 48 types of toothbrushes, around 36 are by the name MR CLEAN. Mr. CLEAN is their main brand which moves and is popular in the market and most of the premium toothbrushes are named after either Tri-star.

The most recent and successful toothbrush in recent times is the Mr.Clean “DOREMON” kid’s toothbrush. DOREMON toothbrush was launched in the year of 2010. The mould design cost of this brush had been amortized just within 3-4 months after launching.

2.5 Organizational Structure:

![Organogram of Tri star & Co.](image)

Figure 1: Organogram of Tri star & Co.
2.6 Competitor analysis:

In Bangladesh five companies produce Tooth brush. Along with Tri-Star tooth Brush & CO, Alpha tooth brush, Anwar Brush Company, Matador group and J.K Enterprise also produces tooth brush. Anwar Brush Company is the oldest brush company in Bangladesh and Matador Group is the largest tooth brush company in Bangladesh and the current market leader. These four brush companies are the direct competitors of Tri-Star tooth Brush and Co. and there are some indirect competitors from China, Malaysia and Thailand.

Though all of them are producing toothbrush in Bangladesh, the competition in the market is very different. Matador is the market leader and capturing more than 50% of the market share.

Though Anwar Brush Company is the oldest, it is actually very weak and almost out of the business. Tri-Star toothbrush is the third largest company in terms of market share. It is the market challenger. So, Alpha toothbrush is now at second position through doing business with making a huge compromise with quality unlike Tri-star & Matador. This niche concept of cost cutting in production and procurement by using low quality Plastics, filaments, machines and reducing production steps through unfinished tufting and final trimming of filaments. All this things ensure them a very lower cost of production and like Chinese toothbrushes Alpha is capturing the market share using low-cost, low – quality theory. This is the reason why Tri-star has lagged behind and dropped down at third position in the market because they are not compromising with the quality.

Each and every company is actually charging almost the same price from the customer. They know that the market is very competitive and they are trying to put a reasonable price to keep up the pace with other competitors. Bottom line is at present scenario if Tri-star has to become a market leader again, it must has to fight with improving its supply chain strategy, planning and operation activities.

Competitors current machineries, labor, portfolio, turnover and market share are given below for better understanding of the insight of these market leading companies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tri-star</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Matador</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distributors</td>
<td>136 +</td>
<td>200 +</td>
<td>300 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Representatives</td>
<td>108 +</td>
<td>180 +</td>
<td>220 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Managers</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machines</td>
<td>20 +</td>
<td>35 +</td>
<td>40 +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labors</td>
<td>180 +</td>
<td>200 +</td>
<td>250 +</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Competitors' current situation.
Chapter 3:
My Job Part
3.1 Nature / Description of the job:

Getting an internship opportunity in an organization like Tri-Star Toothbrush and Co. was a great advantage for me. I had the opportunity in the production department and marketing department under the supervision of Mr. Fayez Uddin Ahmed. Tri-Star is a medium sized organization which produces toothbrush in its factory. The main task of the production department is to monitoring and maintaining supply chain activities. And the main task of marketing is to distribute those products all over the country, keep communication with area managers and sales representative, find out new market for the existing product, convey informal research through distributors on the demand of the customers’ and let the manufacturing unit know about the production target. Though there was a separate finance and accounts department in the organization, the marketing department is the main responsible unit to keep sales and financial data and to support Accounts manager to prepare budget forecast.

As an intern I was not given so many tasks with huge responsibility. Each and every day sales data was coming to the head office in Dhaka. I have to collect those data and to document it by area and date. I have to report back to the Marketing Manger as well as the finance manger about the sales figure and amount. I also have to check the finished goods when they were about to be delivered from the depot to regional office. I have to collect the letters from the regional offices mentioning the demand of finished goods from the main depot.

Sometimes I had to visit some of the regional offices inside and outside Dhaka city. I went to those offices as a representative of our marketing manager to collect necessary documents and collect data about the local market. I was involved in several activities in that organization which was very much exciting and very good learning experiences.
3.2 Specific Responsibilities of the Job

- Monitoring Supply Chain of production unit.
- Collect the sales report from area manager and sales representative.
- Document the data regarding sales and storage
- Notify the manager about any misleading information the documents
- Observe the transportation of finished goods from storage to regional office
- Visit regional offices to perform market research

3.3 Learning experience

As a BBA student I had to perform an internship in a business organization. I did my internship in Tri-Star Toothbrush and Co. That was my first experience of working in professional business environment. I was very much nervous before joining in that organization. But surprisingly I found out that none of the task is that much hard. Everything was in proper order. The most important thing is to adjust with the professional work environment.

While working in that organization the most important thing I found that interpersonal communication is the most important to work in office environment. We need to communicate with different types of people from different social and cultural background. It is not easy to blend in a corporate environment so quickly. Positive attitude towards the job and responsibilities is also important. In our academic life I don’t need to take any responsibility accept my study. The only gainer or loser of my performance was me. But in an office environment where each and every activity is connected with each other, one’s performance affects the whole organization. In our personal we don’t need to care about others but in an office environment we consider everyone’s situation before taking a decision.

Hard working is the key to any success. I had to work hard in my academic career. But working in professional environment is even harder. Suddenly starting an 8-hour day job is not easy. I needed to develop a strong mental attitude for the successful performance in my internship.
Endurance is also important. Working in corporate environment can be exhaustive. We have to work with our superiors and subordinates. Not all times our performance is appreciated and sometime it is control the subordinates. But everybody must take patient approach to handle those kinds of situation.

Working three months as an intern in an organization was a very important experience for me. I believe it would help me to prepare to take the challenge of the real world.

### 3.4 Critical observation and Recommendation

As an internee of the company, I worked with them for three months and I look over various activity and operation of the company. As a manufacturing organization it operates its activities in a planned way. I found various things of the company like, Tri-star Toothbrush and Co. starts its office early in the morning but it takes time to start the manufacturing unit. After opening the office at 10am everyday it opens it factory and the factory starts around 11am. Within this one hour they can produce around 3000 units of products. So I think the factory should be started its operation early so they can catch up with the office hour of the organization.

Marketing and finance department doesn’t have a direct communication with the factory workers. They only communicate with the factory manager. Sometimes information might get manipulated. May be the marketing manager wants a particular product for a particular area but the production unit is manufacturing something else. I think a direct communication between factory unit and other departments will be very productive for the company.

Most of the labors and workers in the factory are not educated. They have firsthand knowledge about the work they are performing. But sometimes it is really hard to make them understand about some management issues. If the management of Tri-Star hires labors and workers having a basic level of education, then it would be lot easier to maintain a professional culture inside the organization.
Chapter 4:
Comprehensive Analysis of Tri-Star Toothbrush & Co.’s Supply Chain
4.1 Supply chain structure of the company:

The supply chain structure of the company is the most traditional structure we usually observe in manufacturing industries. The SC structure is given below.

![Supply chain structure of the company](image)

**Figure 2: Supply chain structure of the company**

From this structure the cyclical view of Tri-star can also be shown.

![Cyclical view of Tri-star & Co.](image)

**Figure 3: Cyclical view of Tri-star & Co.**

This Supply chain structure and cycle view can precisely show us the overall roles and responsibilities of each member of the chain and the desired outcomes from the process. Cycle view is very useful while considering operational decisions.

Another point of view is the Push & Pull view of the supply chain process. As a FMCG manufacturing company Tri-star is mostly Push process based company. We know there is no such organization which has full push or full pull process supply chain.

Tri-star is Push process based because they always has to anticipate the consumer demand through their past sales data, experiences, economic situation, seasonality,
data from sales representatives or sales team which gives more accurate picture of the
demand. The Push vs. Pull process of Tri-star is shown below.

![Push-Pull View of Tri-star & Co.](image)

**Figure 4: Push - Pull View of Tri star & Co.**

### 4.2 Competitive strategy:

To be competitive the company focuses on end user by ensuring higher quality
products and trying to attract them through attractive packaging and bundle offer. So,
the target consumers are by default more quality oriented rather than price sensitive.
But in recent they are facing problems to align this competitive strategy with the
supply chain strategy.
4.3 Supply chain strategy:

Determines the nature of material procurement, transportation of materials, manufacture of product or creation of service, distribution of product. Consistency and support between supply chain strategy, competitive strategy, and other functional strategies is important.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5: Strategic Fit of Tri star & Co.**

**Explanation: of strategic fit**

The strategic fit of the supply chain shows the overall situation of the company that in which area the company usually operates. It shows the responsive and efficiency spectrum of the company. It’s pretty obvious that any company has to tradeoff between cost and responsiveness because as the company makes it more responsive, more cost incurs and make it less efficient. Here, Tri-star Co, is at somewhat Responsive spectrum because it believes in providing best quality product with a greater variety and availability to its customer. The further explanation of this strategic fit is given throughout the supply chain framework and Six-Driver analysis of the company.

But as I have connected and communicated with the top management of the company it seems like that they are trying to become more efficient to become market leader.
once again. And that future expected point in the strategic fit is shown in the above figure.

4.4 Supply chain Framework of Tri-star Toothbrush & Co:

![Supply chain Framework of Tri-star Toothbrush & Co.](image)

The goal of a supply chain strategy is to strike the balance between responsiveness and efficiency that fit with the competitive strategy. To reach this goal, Tri-star Co must structure the right combination of the three logistical and three cross functional drivers. For each of the individual drivers, Tri-star must make a trade-off between efficiency and responsiveness based on interaction with the other drivers. The combine impact of these drivers will then determine the responsiveness and the profit of the entire supply chain. The overall responsiveness and efficiency of Tri-star’s supply chain drivers are described below, that will give the insight about the supply chain structure of the company’s current supply chain strategy.
Supply chain drivers of Tri-star:

4.4.1 Inventory:

In supply chain inventory rolls in the form of raw materials, work in progress and finished goods. As we know the Total Cost of Inventory= cost of materials+ ordering /set up costs + holding costs. TC= CD+ (D/Q)S+ (Q/2)hC. So, inventory plays a pretty big role in the whole supply chain. Because of the fund, information and product flow in both ways within the supply chain. Let’s see what the inventories that Tri-star keeps are.

Raw materials:

- **PP (polypropylene):** is used as the main raw material in this industry this is actually known as plastic powder to mass people. It is mainly used to make the core body or handle of the toothbrush. There are different versions of polypropylene. PP is used in daily basis for production and it is purchased from the local supplier. Tri-star needs daily 15 bags of PP on an average, in different combination and they use the good quality food grade plastic which is not harmful for gum and teeth. In a bag there is 25 kilos of PPs which costs approximately 4000tk. which is used in Blister packs, recycled powder costs 2200 tk. per bag which is used in hanger toothbrushes, PPCP costs 5100tk used in transparent or semi-transparent bendable handle. K-resin/Q-resin costs 8000-10000 tk. per bag which is used in Crystallized and full transparent handles.

- **Rubber:** is used on the handles of toothbrushes and they are imported directly from the supplier in china and Tiwan. It is purchased in tons. On an average 3 tons of rubber is purchased/ imported at a time and this supports around 2 months. So, 30 kilos of rubber is used in production per day.
• **Filament**: is imported from “DuPont” Chinese facility. This is used in the tufting purpose and around one ton of filaments are purchased at a time. Filament is use on an average 28 kilos per day. And one ton filament supports around 1.5 months production. So, filaments have to be ordered within 15 days cycle. Mono filament is around 9.5-10 USD per kilo and Herrox filaments is around 11-12 USD per kilo. Tapered filament is 13-14 USD per kilo.

• **Packaging board**: is used for packaging and printing purpose. It is purchased regular basis according to demand. There are 5-6 categories of boards known as PVC sheet or plastic sheets used for packaging in hanger and blister packs. On an average 4-5 rolls PVC sheet is used daily for packaging. Along with PVC sheets the printing boards are also purchased which afterward goes for printing according to different brand.

• **Aluminum wire**: Is used in tufting also and usually stocked for 6 months.

• **Lacquer**: The glue used for packaging/gumming or pasting. Lacker is purchased / imported from India. On average 5-6 drums of lacker is purchased at a time. These lackers supports around 3 months.

These are all the raw materials are used to manufacture a finished toothbrush.

**Work in process & finished goods:**

Using all these raw materials and labor, machines, mold design, water, electricity as inputs a final toothbrush is produced. So, as work in progress first come the handle, than the grips and rubbers are added to the handle according to design, than the filament is added to the handle, than it goes for trimming and final check for defaults, than it goes for packaging, than packaging has got some steps which are outsourced and finally the finished good comes in hand.
MRP (material resource planning): product structure

![Material Resource Planning Structure](image)

**Figure 7:** Material Resource Planning Structure of Tri star & Co.
4.4.2 Facility:

Facility in the supply chain is mainly divided into 2 parts production facility and warehousing facility. The location, capacity, manufacturing methodology, warehousing methodology mainly constructs the facility of a supply chain. Let’s see how Tri-star maintains their manufacture, use capacity, use warehouse, and location.

(i) Production facility:

The production facility of Tri-star is owned by the owners and it purchase at the year of 1992. This is around 15,000 SQ feet in terms of space. At present Tri-star has been able to amortize the investment of the production facility. Now at present condition they do not show any rent or any charge under the heading production facility. They don’t actually bother to keep any fund in respect to the facility charge or rent for the purpose of future expansion of the production facility.

- **Capacity:** at present condition this production facility has 6 injection molding machines, 4 Vertical machines, 6 tufting machines, 2 sealing and packing machines. This present machineries can produce around 320 Grush toothbrushes per day if the current combination of machines and capacity is combined with labor force. But currently Tri-star is producing 250-280 grush per day on demand basis.

- **Machine hours:** Tri-star runs 2 shifts a day each consists 8 hours. So, total 16 hours per day these machines could run this is optimal because if each machine runs more than 8 hours per shift it creates heavy pressure on them and machines get hot. So, to maintenance purpose Tri-star usually run these machines 16 hours a day.

- **Labor hours:** Tri-star has more than 100 labors on an average who are working as full time in 2 different shifts. The wage of per labor is on average 5000 taka. Overtime wage twice as basic according to labor law.
• **Utilization:** currently Tri-star is using around 66.666% of the capacity in terms of machineries and space. Because as they are producing 250-280 grushes per day and they can still introduce 5-6 new machineries which will be able to produce 400-420 grushes per day. Here they are not utilizing 34% or more of their current capacity.

• **Product verity:** there are 48 types of toothbrushes Tri-star produces under their different brand names. (appendix-list of products)

• **Idle time:** as the machineries are using a 4 hours gap after each shift which goes for total 8 hours of idle time in the capacity.

• **Quality loss:** toothbrush is a plastic intensive industry where both quality control and wastage control is much more easy than other FMCGs. Here loss due to defective products usually doesn’t occur but still there is a slight amount of wastage on total production which is 1% only.

• Cost of fuel monthly 90,000 taka, electricity 300,000 taka, maintenance 30,000 taka etc:
(ii) **Manufacturing Process:**

- **Injection Modeling:**
  At first they put PP powder (Polypropylene powder) in the Injection Molding Machine which is almost like a small plastic ball. These plastic balls are of crystal color. According to the design of the brush they add different color to make the body of the toothbrush. The pressurization of the Machine of plastic balls in 40 degree Celsius is used to shape the body of the brush. Within 20 to 40 second these machine produce the shape of the body of a toothbrush. It can produce 8 toothbrushes at a time. In the injection modeling machine there is some dice which help to design the brush. They have five injection Modeling machine in their factory.

- **Vertical Machine:**
  It adds rubber to design the toothbrush. At first they put eight brushes at the middle of the machine and the brushes are held for 5 seconds to put grip and rubber on the brush. That means whatever work is remaining in the stage of injection modeling machine, is been completed in this vertical machine. Moreover, in total it needs approximately 20 seconds to add a logo. They have 3 particle machines to make their production faster.

- **Tufting Machine:**
  After the completion of the job of vertical machine, next step is done by Tufting Machine. Main job of Tufting machine is to adjoin bushels on the head of tooth brush. They use the silver ware to weave the filaments at the head of the brush which help to attach the filaments strongly with the brush. The machine takes one minute to attach filaments on the five brushes. Whatever the color or design they want to add on the filaments they set on the machine, which is controlled by the PRM-850 programming system. For each design they have particular software to command the machine. They have 5 Tufting Machines in their factory. In one minute they can adjoin 25 pieces of brushes. In this production section one people control each machine. According to them this machine holds the highest price among the
entire machineries they have. These machines are kept in the air conditioned room as this task is controlled by computer programming.

- **Finishing Machine:**

  Tufting machine has some limitation like brushes of toothbrush may not be in same size or may be filaments are not in same line. For that reason to ensure the quality, finishing machine do the final touch. They have two finishing machines for that purpose and each machine sizing the filaments. These machines are able to size 100 filaments within one minute. However if machines do defect for any reasons they continue their production by manually. They have 6 workers for this department.

- **PVC (polyvinyl chloride) forming machine:**

  For the packaging purpose at first they prepare plastic cover. Previously they collected plastic cover from their supplier which incurred huge cost and ultimately reduced profit. To solve this problem, recently they start to produce plastic cover by themselves. Tri-Star purchases the bundle of the plastic paper. At first they put the plastic paper into the PVC forming machine in 24 degree Celsius and after the 20 second it divides the paper into 8 brush shapes plastic cover. They have only one PVC forming machine.

- **Blister Packaging Machine:**

  After the tasks of finishing machine here comes the packaging part. For that purpose, they use two Blister Packaging Machines, which help to package the toothbrush. To packages the brush they first lay down the plastic cover page. Then keep eight brushes on that shaped plastic paper and upon those brushes they put a paper which is labeled by their company name and logo. Then through the system, they send those brushes to the middle of the machine. In this process the upper side of the machine put pressure on that. And after that a package of 8 brushes comes out through the Blister packaging machine. In total it takes nearly 5 seconds to package 8 brushes.

  They let us know that, the logo papers are outsourced from different computer and graphic shop. They have not any fixed suppliers for that, rather
they go for bargaining option to reduce cost. They let us know that if any packaging machines run out of operation or for load shedding they go for manual production. For that packaging department they have 20 workers.

![Manufacturing Process of Tri star & Co.](image)

**Figure 8: Manufacturing Process of Tri star & Co.**

(iii) **Storage/Warehousing facility:**
The other facility which is only allocated for warehousing the SKUs (stock keeping units) is situated in ChwakBazar. Tri-star’s sales and distribution office is also situated out there within that warehouse facility.

- **Capacity:** the warehousing facility has a capacity of keeping 350-400 grushes of toothbrush at a time. The facility is around 2500 SQfeet in size.

- **Labor:** in this facility around 4/5 labor are needed daily basis to load and unload the products and their average wage is 3500 taka per month

- **Cost:** cost of the capacity is 23500 taka per month.
4.4.3 Transportation:

The role of transportation in Supply chain becomes much more critical when it is dealt with FMCGs. Transportation covers 70% of the logistics cost on an average. Decision regarding the distribution channels, modes of transportation, third-party or in-house transportation, infrastructure, consumer segments and distances etc. affects the supply chain and make the supply chain either responsive or efficient in terms of the competitive strategy of the company. Overall success is closely linked to the appropriate use of transportation.

Being a FMCG manufacturing company Tri-star makes its transportation in a mixed way. Their transportation cost is 2% on the monthly turnover. They have got their own fleet, but they mainly use the Courier service companies to distribute their product to the distributors who are scattered within the country. So, Tri-star has 2 phases of transportation system. Mostly they use the Road which is most convenient and cheap.

**Own-fleet:**

Tri-star has got 2 delivery vans of its own to deliver products from factory to the distribution center/ sales office locate in Chwak Bazar. These 2 delivery vans are just used for this purpose which doesn’t much of a cost on transportation. For fuel, driver and other maintenance purposes these delivery vans costs around 15000-20000 taka monthly.

**Third-party service:**

After delivering the products from factory to DC, Tri-star sent these products to its distributors through courier service or third party transportation service. This third-party transportation service costs around 2% of the turnover; this cost around 300,000 taka monthly.
Marketing monitoring transportation costs:

15 area managers, 108 sales representatives and marketing manager gets allowance as TA (travel allowance) which eventually goes under transportation cost. The approximate market monitoring transportation cost structure is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Per person</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Manager</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Representatives</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3,24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Managers</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>90,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Marketing monitoring transportation costs

4.4.4 Sourcing:

Sourcing decision is related to purchasing and raw material procuring and even outsourcing some of firm’s own processes to become efficient or responsive according to the competitive strategy of the firm. Here we will see how does Tri-star source, outsource, make or buy its products.

As a manufacturing company Tri-star Co mostly goes for manufacturing its own product in its own facility.

Procurement:

- Polypropylene the major raw material for production is procured from local market which is actually imported from Saudi Arabia or China. K-resin and Q-resin is also purchased from local market those are more expensive than PP. usual plastic powder is quite available in the local market that’s why Tri-star doesn’t need to panic on this issue. But Q-resin & K-resin is a very high demanded plastic in the market because it is used in RMG sector to make
buttons, that’s why these 2 PPs gets out of the market within a very short time. This scenario makes the price of Q-resin & K-resin much volatile and high in the market (8000-13000) per bag. These PPs can be purchased either on cash or on credit and eventually purchasing in cash saves around 50-60 taka per bag. Supplier is fixed but varies if supplier fails.

- Rubber is imported from china at 290 taka per kilo and at 350 taka per kilo from India. Most of the time, Tri-star tries to procure rubber from China. The problem is Chinese Rubber is more efficient than Indian ones but it takes much more time which make the chain efficient but looses the responsiveness. So, what does Tri-star does is procure mostly from China when the demand for rubber griped toothbrushes are stable. But when the demand for rubber griped brushes are volatile they procure it from India at higher price within very short period of time. Here the SUPPLIER is quite fixed. 33% duty has to be paid on customs.

- Filament comes from “DuPont” China. 1100 kilos or around one ton filament is purchased at a time Tri-star mostly uses “Mono-filament” which is good in quality.

- Packaging board is purchased from local market and there are 2 kinds of board “white pack” and “Duplex” used for packaging. These board are purchased daily basis according to demand. Daily 20-25 packet of packaging boards are used in the factory, per packet consist 100 pieces of sheets and the costing is 2200-2800 taka per pack.

- Commission, Customs, C&F agent: before purchasing from the company through via media Tri-star contacts with the supplier and place order and again through that via media Tri-star gets the products. As a result the via media consultant gets 1% commission for each transaction. Customs duty also increases the price of the raw materials which varies from product to product but on an average it takes 33% duty per consignment.
• **Supplier selection and contract negotiation:**

There is actually no specific selection process for the supplier like using different kinds of auction. But tri-star does used Via medias and own linkages to track down the low cost suppliers around the market for PP and rubber. But no compromise is made in sourcing the Filament which is the most costly and critical element in the toothbrush. So, Tri-star always buy from Dupont the fixed supplier for filaments.

• **Outsourcing:**

In recent times Tri-star has gone for outsourcing some of the handles those are costly to make because of the design of “Mold” is costly and not available to Tri-star. But because of the market demand Tri-star sometimes outsource just those specific handles from other companies according to written deed. Each of these molds will cost 10-15 lac to Tri-star if they want to make it in house. So, the outsourcing company usually gets 1-1.5 taka per brush, over the production price. These outsource handles are mainly used in pick seasons to support the demand.

**4.4.5 Pricing:**

Pricing determines how much a firm will charge for goods and services that it makes available in its supply chain. Pricing affects the behavior of buyers, thus affect the performance of supply chain. The greater the price above the production cost a firm can charge the higher the supply chain surplus it gets. The customer segment Tri-star targets is the quality conscious customer who are usually responsive in nature. But at present Matador’s and other imported toothbrushes are available at Tri-stars or less than Tri-star’s pricing. As the consumers want responsiveness in terms of quality and speed and also always focus on the less costly products. If Tri-star can’t make the order in time before the competitors it becomes tough for them to sell at their current price.

Price is also a lever which matches the supply and demand. The economies of scale is also directly relate to the pricing of products. At present the industry pricing of toothbrushes are from 60-584 taka per dozen and Tri-star’s is also selling at this price.
They are getting 15-18% net margin on average. It’s good enough for them because of the bulk quantity sale. Their breakeven price is on average 90-95 lacs taka monthly.

Components of pricing decision: there are mainly 2 types of components for pricing decision. One is Fixed price VS. Manu price, another is Everyday Low price VS. High-Low pricing.

**Fixed price VS. Menu price:**

Tri-star uses menu pricing because it has around 48 types of products with different quality and features like gripper, extra head, cap, super flex etc. that’s why Tri-star cannot go for fixed pricing. The beauty of menu pricing is for different combinations of raw materials used the company can take different prices. This gives them the leverage to change the pricing from time to time easily. For example: the powder, board, filament used in Hanger brushes are not used in Blister pack brushes.

**Everyday Low price VS. High-Low pricing:**

Here the company is using EDLP (every day low price) strategy. Tri-star’s MRP starts from 10-c85 taka per brush. That means this pricing usually doesn’t change unless any unavoidable circumstances occurs. It gives the customers a vibe that in every season they will get Mr. cleans’ toothbrush at a fixed price. For example: mass people go to the shop with (30-40) taka ask the shopkeeper to show some toothbrushes within this range. EDLP strategy helps to retain the customers.
4.4.6 Information:

Information is the biggest driver in the supply chain. This is the one and only driver which can simultaneously affect both the responsiveness and efficiency of the drivers of supply chain.

For FMCGs collecting and manipulating these information on supplier, competitors, customer, external factors, policies etc is a must. Due to these internal and external factors can affect and change the overall scenario of the business. Tri-star & Co, does try to collect more information on market, competitors, customers behavior etc. but one thing is very important for these type of companies is to push their products to the retailers basket before the competitors. For this they always keep contact and try to collect more and more information on this stuffs which enables them to place and push products to the shelf of retailers before the competitors can.

As Tri star & Co is a very little company they obviously doesn’t use any ERP or SAP module for order placement, tracking and scheduling their SKUs.

These material schedule planning and entrepreneurial resource planning softwares cost a lot to implement and maintain too and its directly related to information driver.
Chapter 5:
Findings & Analysis
5.1 SWOT analysis

Strength

• Customized product for B2B
• Strong distribution channel
• Brand awareness
• Achieved experience curve and economies of scale

Weakness

• Struggling to build brand equity and brand loyalty
• Limited promotional activities due to budget constraints
• Limited CSR activities

Opportunity

• Industry expansion possibilities
• Building a loyal customer base
• Try to achieve horizontal diversification and vertical integration

Threats

• Slump in the economy restricting customers spending
• Political instability e.g. Strikes
• Established MNCs realizing the demand of untapped tooth brush market
5.2 Porter’s Five Forces

The 5 forces that affect a business are bargaining power of customers, bargaining power of suppliers, threat of substitutes, threats of new entrants and rivalry as shown in the figure below.

The different forces influence the activities of the business in different ways and they are:

- **Bargaining power of customers:** The bargaining power of the customers is medium because customers would always have an opinion about the price of the product. Then again this business would provide them quality product so, customers would not have too much of an upper hand for bargaining.

- **Bargaining power of suppliers:** Tristar would be highly dependent on the supplies of the raw materials. The suppliers would have high bargaining power because they would be well aware of the fact that the business is heavily dependent on them for both economies of scale and quality.

- **Threat of substitutes:** The threat of substitutes is high for this business because this business is offering toothbrush and definitely customers can find substitutes of it from any other competitors. Moreover, this business is mainly emphasizing on quality so it is not compromising with the price. So it is possible that some customers are ready to shift to the cheap and compromised quality toothbrush.

- **Threat of new entrants:** This is an untapped and profitable business and this would definitely lure other businesspeople and MNCs to attempt for this business. This means that there are high chances for new entrants to enter into the business.

- **Rivalry:** There are two major competitors in the toothbrush industry already so, the threat from competitors is also high. The competitors include Matador and Alpha etc. They would surely give tough competition to this business.

The analysis above shows that the bargaining power of the suppliers, threat of substitutes, rivalry and threat of new entrants is high. If the business wants to survive and make profit in the long-run, then, Tristar would surely have to maintain a
competitive edge and a very strong image among its current and potential customers. All in all Tristar has to get loyal customers through excellent quality toothbrush with attractive packaging and design also a certain level of personal touch to it so that customers can feel that they are being valued properly by Tristar Toothbrush & Co.

5.3 Findings & comprehensive analysis of Supply chain drivers of Tri-star

5.3.1 Findings on Inventory:

It can be said that inventory management of Tri-star is quite responsive. It incurs cost more because they always procure the best materials from the best suppliers, for example DuPont for Filaments.

5.3.2 Findings on Storage/Warehousing facility:

Overall facility of Tri-star is efficient because the production facility that the owners of Tri-star Co own by themselves has been amortized. A huge cost for factory rent doesn’t incur anymore. But cost of labor, machines, fuel, electricity etc. are incurring all the time. In this case these variable & fixed costs become less as the production increases. The warehouse facility is centralized that’s why it has lessened the cost of maintaining different distribution centers through the country. These all attributes has made the facility much more efficient.

5.3.3 Findings on Transportation:

Alternative transportation system: milk run project initiating Delivery Van.

At current situation Tri-star has total 108 sales representatives that incurs around (108*3000)= 3,24,000 taka per month for their travel allowance. There is another huge gap receiving order happens. Every sales representative receives or cuts orders to its assigned belt for 13 working days and supplies products another 13 days, totaling 26 working days. So, a huge gap is out there in terms of receiving orders and
delivering it. This happens because every sales representatives doesn’t have any transport of its own or given from the company to deliver the products.

Bottom line is A) monthly 324,000 taka is getting out of cash for transportation. B) a 13 day sales loss is incurring.

**What is the remedy?**

If Tri-star can initiate some delivery vans through Bangladesh to its distributors than Tri-star doesn’t have to pay to the SRs per month 3000 taka. The duty of the SRs will be just to make the orders from his belt and send it to the distributors or to the company. By this, every SR will be able to utilize 26 working days to receive orders from the retail stores and through these Delivery vans Tri-star will be able to reach every retail stores very fast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Let’s see the approximate savings scenario that Tri-star can get from this initiation. At present transportation cost for SR</th>
<th>324,000.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total van needed (108/3)= 36 vans</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each van will cost approximately</td>
<td>25,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost for delivery van purpose (36*25000)</td>
<td>900,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each van will incur driver costs</td>
<td>35,00.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 vans will cost around (36*3500)</td>
<td>126,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other maintenance may cost around(36*1000)</td>
<td>36,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Savings from this initiative per month is, [324000- (126000+18000)]</td>
<td>162,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It will take (900000/162000)=5.5 month approximately to amortize the investment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Alternative transportation system: milk run project initiating Delivery Van**

It is for sure that this alternative transportation system compared to milk run that will be able to make the supply chine much more responsive then before. And also will reduce a constant transportation cost, around 162,000 taka per month.
So, this initiative can save a lot of money in transportation and make it much more efficient in terms of saving money and responsive in terms of generating 26 workday order fulfills.

So, the transportation driver of the company is quite responsive too. Although Tri-star is using third-party transportation services mostly but it is incurring high costs each time they sent a consignment. There are also inbound transportation costs too. Although Tri-star use only 2 delivery vans as own transport it doesn’t incur much cost. But still there is a lot of space to lessen the transportation cost and also make the chine much more responsive.

5.3.4 Findings on Sourcing:

Sourcing driver is also responsive for Tri-star Co. Tri-star Co sources its raw materials from best suppliers and in case of emergency sources from nearest markets which also make them responsive but incur a bigger cost. They can’t procure some critical items at bulk that incurs a pretty big cost if purchased in small amounts. The negotiation with supplier is done through via media and sourcing cost also rises because of some other issues like customs commission, commission to buyer. All these issues are not helping them to be more efficient.

5.3.5 Findings on Pricing:

Tri-Star can endure to sustain in the market share and retain customers. It creates efficiency to the end customers. Make the demand easier to forecast and plan aggregately. Tri-star has a pretty efficient strategy for the pricing of their products. As Tri-star is using EDLP as their pricing strategy they has to maintain the least price
5.3.6 Findings on Information:

Being a local company Tri star & Co has very little chances to add value to make the information driver more responsive. It is quite impossible for them to use updated softwares and sophisticated IT tools to facilitate flow of information. That’s why Tri star’s information management is way more efficient in terms of costing.

5.4 Findings & comprehensive analysis of bottlenecks of Tri-star’s Supply chain and possible recommendations

➤ Volatility of Raw Materials:

Q-resin & K-resin plastic powders are used in premium products, to produce some specific types of handles. These plastic powders are very costly and their purchasing prices are quite volatile in the market which varies within 7000-13000 taka per bag.

Solution: as a premium product these items are slow so, here the Bulk amount purchasing approach will not be much of a help. What they should do is they have to set the TP (trade price) at the highest point where the raw material cost will be highest for a given period. So, if the price falls or rise it will not affect the supply chain surplus of the company.

➤ Weight issue of Handle:

Per handle average weight is around 16-18 grams. But other toothbrushes which are selling at the exact same price are in average weighted 10-12 grams per handle.

Solution: Tri-star also has to reduce its toothbrushes’ weights which are in average 4-5 grams higher than the competitors. If weight is reduced Tri-star can diversify its products between Hanger and Blister packages. Lower weighted toothbrushes are easy to manipulate between Hanger and Blister
pack. It will save in average .80-1.00 taka per brush. This is huge in terms of batch production cost.

- **Filament related cost:**

  Another finding is the message or tapered filament which is much skewed, itchy, not that much good for teeth and costly but has higher demand than the other types of filaments which are less costly and soft and good for teeth and gum.

  **Solution:** in Bangladesh most of the consumers are price sensitive so, while producing low products for lower end customers the good filaments have to be used which are less costly. And while producing the premium products which are more costly and has special features will be using the tapered/message filament. This shift will help to curtail production costs.

- **Responsiveness loss due to advanced machinery:**

  Currently there is only one machine which has the technology of both the Injector Molding & Vertical machine. So, this machine can reduce one labor who is handling the vertical machine.

  **Solution:** This machine is energy consuming and highly productive. For example: the current machines have 8 cavity molds but these machines have 12-14 cavity molds. Which is 1.5 times productive or faster, the working efficiency is achieved through reducing the transfer time to the Vertical machine. So, bottom line is Tri-star should go for purchasing these machines more. Initially it will incur huge cost but if the production can be increase drastically the economies of scale will be achieved.
1% of wastage is incurring at present:

At present 1% wastage arise while molding the handles, some amount of plastics get wasted which can be recycled and reused, but not as a fresh powder. It is used at lower price toothbrush because this type of recycled powder is low in quality which is available at 2200 taka in market. So, the overall 1% is wastage according to the factory manager.

*Solution*: no solution at present because it happens when the electricity is gone or voltage fluctuates. This is an infrastructural problem which needs to be solved by the government.

Less product portfolio compared to the market leaders:

At present Tri-star have only got general and child segments for their consumers. And low end customer and premium products for high end customers. And the overall portfolio of the company is comparatively lower than the competitor like Matador.

*Solution*: Tri-star can make another Lady’s segments naming super slim or some other fancy name with different famine color and shape with specific bundles. Apart from that the overall portfolio is also needs to be enlarged through adding other necessary commodities which go with the name Mr. Clean.

Sales lost due to less push ability to retailer.

Retailers have got more bargaining power. because when any sales representative if Tri-star goes to any retailer with only toothbrush they has got less bargaining power with the retailers. The SRs can’t push products to the retailer.

*Solution*: is simple has to increase the SKUs.
- **Big difference between TP & MRP**
  A big difference between TP and MRP is around 50-95% per toothbrush which is given to the retailer. For example: the TP of Doremon toothbrush is 19.5 taka per brush but the MRP is 30 taka which is 64% higher than the TP. This is true for the whole industry each and every manufacturer is bound to give this unorthodox amount of margin to the retailer.

  **Solution:** Tri-star is using the same old molds and designs for toothbrushes for so long. This is lessening their bargaining power over the retailers. So, if Tri-star can introduce 5-6 new design in the market (one design named Mr. Clean ICE is already in progress) this will give them begriming power over the retailer.
Chapter 6:
Recommendation
Recommendation

- They can increase promotional activities such as Billboard, newspaper, magazine and use some other media like radio. So they can get attraction and could be able to increase the number of customers. They can also go for opening a web site so that customer can get information about their product and buyers can also contract with them easily. They can also go for online advertisement like face book. We think by these ways they could able to increase their sales volume and revenue.

- They can increase their distribution channel in other areas so that they can capture more market share and fulfill their vision of becoming market leader. Tri-Star has covered almost all the areas of the country. But they are unable to supply the enough amount of product to fulfill the market demand. So it can set up factories in some other areas of the country. This will eventually help them to cut down supply chain cost.

- They have no specific R&D department for their factory. They do not perform any market research before launching any new product. If product is not accepted by target customer they might face a huge loss.

- If they don’t go for gas based power supply system, they should use one more generator for back up of the existing generator. As they have only one generator, sometimes due to technical problem in the generator they need to stop their operation.

- As they go for manual production, it takes a huge the time complete the production cycle so the quality of the product can’t be maintained always. It would be better if they convert their production process in automated manner.

- They should be more conscious about their safety. Because they have not any safety measures for workers, employees and even for factory. They only have insurance for the warehouse. So we think they can go for insurance facility for
their factory and employees as well. Moreover they must have at least a few number of extinguisher facility if fire takes place in factory.

- They have no particular training program for their employees and worker. So that sometimes the unskilled worker make mistake in production process and increase wastage of raw material. Moreover the wage structure is not very popular in the factory. For that reason when worker get skilled they quit their job. For this high turnover Tri-star needs to recruit quite a few times in the year which needs time and resources as well.
Chapter 7:
Conclusion
Conclusion

Tri-star toothbrush & Co is one of the emerging companies in the toothbrush industry in Bangladesh. Though they are now market challenger in this industry, they have huge opportunity to become market leader within next few years. For example they have recently introduced “Doremon” branded tooth brush for children, and it is expected to grab a huge market share. Now they produce three thousands units of brushes with 20 plus modern machine in every hour and in future they are thinking that they will expand their operation by introducing more modern technology like their competitor. Throughout out their 136 distributors, they reached their product to end users around all over the Bangladesh. They have good relation with their competitors which may help them to retain their current market share. As they target mostly on rural area so they have probability to get competitive advantage over competitors. In future they want to introduce more differentiated product line by focusing on customer group by introducing popular and innovative brands. They also want to introduce more quality brush like foreign established brands (Oral-B, Colgate) in near future. They are more committed to ensure and maintain quality which helps to create trusts among consumers. Therefore if the production facility is maintained properly they will be able to reduce cost and to reach high profit and ultimately become market leader by introducing innovative product.
Appendix

SWOT Analysis of Tri-Star Toothbrush & Co.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weakness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. They have enough capital and resources.</td>
<td>1. Their technology is age old.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. They have a very good brand image in the market.</td>
<td>2. They have not any training program for existing employee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. They have their own factory.</td>
<td>3. They do not have that much safety measure for the factory building and labor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. They have to buy raw materials from other imported sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. They do not have any research development for the marketing and production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. They have very less promotional activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The market demand is very high as all the companies in this industry are not able to fulfill the total demand.</td>
<td>1. Matador is expanding market share with a very good speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Government imposed a very heavy duty on imported toothbrush.</td>
<td>2. Price of raw materials is increasing every year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. They have good understanding with other competitors in terms business ethics.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Labor is very cheap in our country.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Products of Tri-Star Toothbrush & Co.
Raw Materials
Injection Molding Machine

Vertical Machine
Tufting Machine

Trimming & End-rounding Machine
Blister Packing & Cutting Machine
THE END